
The challenge
Specialist inheritance will writing company, Will Power, based in 
Middlesex, London, wanted expert advice on ways to improve its 
marketing systems and website. Managers recognised there was 
tremendous potential to win new customers but needed a fresh 
pair of eyes to help them seize these opportunities. 

The soluTion
Will Power entered into an Innovation Associates Programme 
(IAP) with Kingston University. The company secured the services 
of Nishant Parekh, a Creative Economy Masters graduate, for a 
short term placement. With supervision from Dr David Stokes, 
he examined the company’s existing marketing strategy and 
suggested ways to improve it.

Will Power offers customers a range of will writing services; 
their mission is to provide every family in the South East with 
appropriate wills, trusts and other services to ensure the smooth 
transition of their estates. However, the company realised it 
had to update its marketing strategy to present an up to date 
and professional image to potential customers. Its website 
also needed improvement so it could present information more 
effectively about the company and the services it provides.

Nishant worked with senior staff to decide on key messages to 
focus on. They wanted to introduce the company to customers, 
outline the importance of having a professionally-produced will 
drawn up and explain the need to change it after major life events 
such as marriage and the birth of children.

These messages were used successfully on the redesigned 
easy-to-navigate website. A distinct corporate identity 
was developed and rolled out throughout all corporate 
communications. A Customer Relations Management (CRM) 
system was introduced to improve links with clients and sell 
other suitable products to them. Reducing paperwork has led to 
cost savings for Will Power.

IAP can be the first step in successful partnerships between 
industry and higher education. An initial collaboration lasting six 
or 12 weeks can lead to further projects involving students or 
academics, as required.

in a nuTshell

  A recent graduate brought new marketing ideas to an 
established company

  Sophisticated digital marketing techniques have helped win 
new customers and enabled staff to sell further products to 
existing clients 

  Reducing paperwork cut costs for Will Power

Will PoWer
innovation associates Programme (iaP)
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how The innovaTion associaTes Programme 
works  
London-based companies needing additional expertise to boost 
their business can get assistance from an appropriate student 
or recent graduate from Kingston University. Projects are six 
weeks in length, at the cost of £800 in total to the employer. 
Activities could include IT and software solutions, implementation 
of new systems or products, website development or a tailored 
marketing plan. Throughout this period the student or graduate’s 
work will be supported by academics working at Kingston 
University. This programme is part funded through the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
. 

our Track record
Kingston University has a well-deserved reputation for helping 
businesses grow. It has supervised more than 90 successful 
collaborative schemes since 1994 and raised more than 
£10million in government funding for enterprise projects in areas 
such as technology, innovation and creativity. 

Our academic experts work with companies and organisations of 
all sizes to promote and support enterprise through a range of 
activities from Knowledge Transfer Partnerships and student 
placements to product testing facilities. Staff training and 
development options such as foundation degrees and short 
courses are also available. We can often link business activities 
and initiatives with funding incentives. 
 

    Our project was to rebrand and modernise 
our website and marketing material, as well 
as developing our marketing strategy and 
CRM system. We have achieved all our aims, 
thanks to a highly intelligent and professional 
approach from Nishant who, as well as 
having branding and marketing skills, is 
extremely hard headed and commercial in his 
approach to everything

david lewitt
managing director
will Power
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contact us now to find out how KtPs 
can work for your organisation:

t:  020 8417 3407
e:  enterprise@kingston.ac.uk
W:  www.kingston.ac.uk/enterprise


